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Abstract
Most work on automatic normalization of social media data is restricted to a specific communication medium and often guided by non-
comprehensive notions of which phenomena have to be normalized. This paper aims to shed light on the questions (a) what kinds of
‘deviations from the standard’ can be found in German social media and (b) how these differ across different genres of computer-mediated
communication (CMC). To study these issues systematically, we propose a comprehensive annotation scheme which categorizes ‘non-
standard’ (defined as out-of-vocabulary, OOV) tokens of various genres of CMC with a focus on the challenges they pose to automatic
normalization. In a pilot study, we achieved a high inter-annotator agreement (Cohen’s κ > .8), which suggests good applicability of the
scheme. Primary results indicate that the predominant phenomena are rather diverse across genres and, furthermore, that in some genres,
general OOV-tokens, which are not CMC-specific (like named entities or regular non-listed words), play a more dominant role than one
might guess at first sight.
Keywords: Social media, annotation scheme, normalization

1. Introduction

The issue of normalizing social media texts has been re-
searched intensively during the last years (see, for exam-
ple, Eisenstein (2013)). Most approaches, however, focus
on exactly one communication medium (e.g. Twitter, SMS)
and are usually guided by a rather restricted notion of phe-
nomena that have to be normalized. Statements about the
applicability to other genres are often only vague and not
further evidenced, as e.g. in Kobus et al. (2008), who deal
with normalization of French SMS: “to a large extent, the
techniques we present in this paper are also applicable to
other types of electronic messages”. Similarly, the choice
of techniques is not always well justified. Concerning pho-
netic substitutions in English twitter data, Kaufmann and
Kalita (2011) simply state that “[w]e feel that these errors
are rare enough that the additional computational complex-
ity required by these models is not justified in this system”.
One possibility to overcome such vagueness is to rely solely
on statistical methods that do not make any a-priori assump-
tions (Ling et al., 2013). On the other hand, one can also
make use of the fact that different phenomena pose differ-
ent challenges to normalization and design different “expert
modules” to handle them differently (Cotelo et al., 2015).
This requires solid qualitative knowledge about the phe-
nomena and their properties, and quantitative knowledge
about how prevalent these phenomena are in the texts to be
normalized.
In this paper, we propose a comprehensive annotation
scheme for German social media texts that categorizes to-
kens with a focus on the kind of challenges they pose to
automatic normalization. Unlike existing categorizations,
which we will review in Section 2, our scheme is applica-
ble to all kinds of social media texts and not designed for
one genre only. As, for example, Storrer (2013) has shown,
the frequency of phenomena related to computer-mediated
communication (CMC) varies greatly across genres (chats
vs. wiki discussion pages) and context (social vs. profes-

sional context). With our annotation scheme, these differ-
ences can be assessed quantitatively.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Sec-
tion 2, we briefly review existing categorization schemes
before presenting our scheme in Section 3. We carried out
a pilot study to determine the inter-annotator agreement for
our scheme and get first insights into differences between
various genres of German social media texts.1 The proce-
dure and results of this study are presented in Section 4.
Section 5 gives a conclusion.

2. Related Work
This section starts with a survey of work on German CMC
data, followed by work on other languages.
For German, Bartz et al. (2013) and Dürscheid et al. (2010)
propose typologies of phenomena in social media data.
Their focus is not on automatic normalization, so the scopes
are partly different from our proposed scheme.
Dürscheid et al. (2010) study language use in adolescents’
texts produced in the ‘new media’ compared to texts pro-
duced at school. Accordingly, their typology distinguishes
categories that are not of primary relevance for normal-
ization, e.g. use of metaphors or colloquial expressions
like geil ‘hot’ or mega ‘mega’. On the other hand, phe-
nomena that behave differently with regard to normaliza-
tion are subsumed under one category, for instance, inflec-
tives (knuddel ‘cuddle’), and abbreviations and acronyms
(Compi for Computer ‘computer’, WE for Wochenende
‘weekend’).
Bartz et al. (2013) deal with automatic tokenization and
POS-tagging of data from internet-based communication
(IBC). Our scheme extends (and modifies) their scheme in
that we include phenomena of standard language that are
challenging for automatic normalization procedures. This

1The data annotated for the pilot study is available
at www.linguistics.ruhr-uni-bochum.de/
resources/corpus/cmc_norm.
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concerns word classes that are typically only partially in-
cluded in word lists or dictionaries, such as foreign words,
named entities, or interjections. In German CMC data, in-
terjections and foreign (in particular, English) words are
frequent phenomena.
Sidarenka et al. (2013) propose a typology that does con-
sider such kinds of tokens. They investigate how many and
which kinds of out-of-vocabulary (OOV) tokens occur in
German Twitter data. Hence, their research question is sim-
ilar to ours with the exception that their research is only di-
rected at Twitter data. This has consequences for the scope
of the categorization scheme, though. For instance, action
expressions like *aufpluster* ‘fluff up’ are highly frequent
in chat data but seem not to play a role in Twitter messages,
hence, they are not featured in their scheme. Furthermore
on Twitter, expressions like @name are realized as a link
to the account of the addressed person. Therefore, one can
assume that most addressings are the correctly-spelled user-
names. In chat data, on the other hand, addressing is rather
informal so that nicknames are often deliberately or acci-
dentally varied by the participants. Furthermore, the @-
sign is not always used to indicate a nickname so that they
are not trivial to identify.
Sidarenka et al. (2013) propose three main categories
which are further subdivided: 1. Limitation of machine-
readable dictionaries, 2. Stylistic specifics of text genre,
and 3. Spelling deviations. The subcategorization of the
first category is very detailed, while the other two cate-
gories are only subclassified broadly. Capitalization and
word-boundary errors are not covered explicitly, and they
define a broad subcategory ‘slang’ which subsumes differ-
ent phenomena that we want to keep apart, not only from
the point of view of normalization but also for further theo-
retical questions. For instance, colloquial or dialectal terms
(e.g. nö ‘nope’, bissl ‘a bit’) are grouped together with com-
mon CMC acronyms (e.g. LOL, ava). In addition, spellings
which imitate colloquial pronunciation (e.g. Tach instead of
Tag ‘day’ (salutation), nen instead of einen ‘a’) fall under
this category as well, but are additionally assigned to the
category ’spelling deviations’.
We consider it more adequate to distinguish these cases,
not only from the point of view of normalization but also
for further theoretical questions.
For other languages, categorization approaches that are
similar to Sidarenka et al. (2013) can be found in Cotelo
et al. (2015) for Spanish Twitter data and van Halteren
and Oostdijk (2014) for Dutch Twitter data. Both lack phe-
nomena that are typical of other CMC genres as addressed
above and, not being designed for German, lack categories
that would be relevant especially for German data, i.e. um-
lauts or capitalization of nouns. Besides that, the catego-
rization of Cotelo et al. (2015) is only very broad, for exam-
ple, it groups together all phenomena that can be detected
with help of regular expressions (e.g. hashtags and dates).
van Halteren and Oostdijk (2014) list a larger number of
categories but do not provide a useful internal structure.
For instance, there is no further sub-division of phenom-
ena that are specifically related to CMC, vs. standard cases
that have to be normalized, or OOV tokens that need no
further amendment. Furthermore, ‘spelling deviations’ are

sub-classified as lexicalized vs. productive but no further
properties are specified, e.g. whether they are phonolog-
ically determined, typing errors or otherwise deliberately
applied. A particularity of their categorization is that they
also considered in-vocabulary tokens which were used in a
non-standard way (e.g. with a different meaning in ‘street
language’).

3. Normalization and Annotation Scheme
Our scheme differs in several respects from the schemes de-
scribed in the previous section. Firstly, it is designed to ac-
commodate phenomena from different genres to allow for
comparisons. Secondly, it is supposed to draw a sharp line
between tokens that are to be normalized (e.g. spelling de-
viations) and ‘legitimate’ OOV tokens, handling both sides
equally detailed. We assume that it is a challenge for nor-
malization tools to decide whether an unknown token has to
be changed or not, so that such a distinction is meaningful.
Furthermore, we want to distinguish different kinds of
deviation from the standard, with a focus on differences
in the normalization strategy they require. For instance,
phonologically-determined spelling deviations and typing
errors are different phenomena and, hence, may require
different normalization techniques. As many relevant fea-
tures are already present in the aforementioned works, our
scheme can be seen as an extension and restructuring of
those. In addition, we designed a tagset representing our
categories. Some tags were adopted from the POS-tagging
tagsets STTS (Schiller et al., 1999) and its proposed exten-
sion for CMC data (Beißwenger et al., 2015b).
Our annotation scheme requires some notion of what ‘the
standard language’ is. In a pilot study (Section 4), we fol-
lowed the approach by Sidarenka et al. (2013) and used
the spell checker Hunspell2 as a reference but other re-
sources like word lists are conceivable as well. Basically,
our scheme is designed to categorize tokens which are ‘de-
viations from the standard’ in that they are not captured by
such a ‘standard language resource’, and therefore poten-
tially pose a challenge to further processing tools, and/or
are of interest for research about language use in CMC.
The annotation scheme is split in two parts with 46 tags in
total. On the one hand, there are tokens which can be nor-
malized sensibly to some standard-language counterpart.
These are shown in Table 1. Here, we distinguish three
broad categories.

Category KB Firstly, there are keyboard- or fast-typing
related phenomena. This accommodates orthographic er-
rors,3 deviations in capitalization, graphemes only occur-
ring on German keyboards and mistakes in setting word
boundaries. These subcategories are grouped together be-
cause we believe that they are mostly involuntary, produced
by ‘slips of the fingers’ and only constituting minor devia-
tions from the correct spelling. Some phenomena might
as well be intended, e.g. fully uppercased words to signal

2http://hunspell.github.io/
3As the background of this annotation scheme is normaliza-

tion, the tag names are to be read in the direction ‘what has to be
done to obtain the correct form’, e.g. ORTH INS means that an
insertion is necessary.
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CAT. SUBCATEGORY TAG DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

K
ey

bo
ar

d/
Fa

st
Ty

pi
ng

-R
el

at
ed

(K
B

)

Orthographic Errors
(ORTH)

ORTH INS insertion ser → sehr ‘very’
ORTH DEL deletion niocht → nicht ‘not’
ORTH REPL replacement unf → und ‘and’
ORTH SWITCH permutation uach → auch ‘also’
ORTH PRD omitted period after standard-

language abbreviations
Mio → Mio. ‘million’

ORTH OLD old spelling muß → muss ‘must’

Capitalization (CAP) CAP FIRST lowercased noun or name schatz → Schatz ‘treasure’
CAP INNER some case deviation(s) within

the word
JaHREN → Jahren ‘years’

CAP INVERSE letter case inverted dU → Du ‘you’
CAP FULL full word affected SOGAR → sogar ‘even’

Keyboard-Related
Variations (VAR)

VAR UML umlaut muessen → müssen ‘must’
VAR SS ss → ß reissen → reißen ‘rip’

Word Boundaries (WB) WB SPLIT missing whitespace bittesehr → bitte sehr
‘you’re welcome’

WB MERGE superfluous whitespace schre iben → schreiben ‘write’
WB SPLITMERGE whitespace at wrong location schona ber→ schon aber

‘yes but’

Pr
on

un
ci

at
io

n-
R

el
at

ed
(P
R

)

Graphical imitation of
pronunciation or
prosody

COLL STD imitation of colloquial but
standard-near pronunciation

nich → nicht ‘not’,
aba → aber ‘but’

COLL CONTR colloquial contraction weils → weil es ‘because it’,
fürn → für ein ‘for a’

COLL APOSTR colloquial contraction indi-
cated with apostrophe

war’n → waren ‘were’,
auf’n → auf den ‘on the’

ITER iteration of graphemes or
punctuation marks

sooooo → so ‘so’,
???? → ?, :-))) → :-)

DIAL dialectal pronunciation wat → was ‘what’
CMC SPELL probably intentional devia-

tion which is not primarily
phonologically determined
but contains a spelling typical
of CMC

Leutz → Leute ‘people’,
ver3fachte → verdreifachte
‘tripled’

O
th

er
w

/N
or

m
.

(O
T
H
w
N
O
R
M

) Other kinds of
deviations which are to
be normalized; most
probably not just typing
errors but deliberately
applied

ABBR NEO abbreviation which is not al-
ready fixed in standard lan-
guage

Bib → Bibliothek ‘library’,
vllt → vielleicht ‘maybe’

GRAM deviation in inflection/deriva-
tion and grammatical issues

waschte → wusch ‘washed’

Table 1: Tags for tokens which require normalization.

emphasis but from a technical or normalization perspective
there is no difference between voluntarily and accidentally
holding the shift or caps lock key.

Category PR The second category comprises phenom-
ena related to imitating the pronunciation or prosody of
a word. A particularity to note is that we differentiate
between imitating a colloquial but standard-near pronun-
ciation and a dialectal one. We assume that the former
cases are more frequent, wide-spread and more similar to
the standard German counterpart (e.g. nich → nicht ‘not’)
than dialectal ones, which are sometimes hard to relate to
a standard German word on a phonological basis only (e.g.
icke→ ich ‘I’ in Berlin dialect). Furthermore, we subsume

deliberately applied spelling variations under this category
as well. Some CMC-specific spellings like ver3facht for
verdreifacht ‘tripled’ have their origin in the pronunciation
as well and even those which are more deviant form the
standard language (like Leutz for Leute ‘people’) can be
seen as a kind of (written) ‘dialect’ as well.

Category OTH wNORM Thirdly, there are phenomena
which are too complex to be attributed to ‘slips of the fin-
gers’, and some of them being clearly intentional but hard
to predict as there is no clear relation to pronunciation ei-
ther. However, they can be clearly normalized to a stan-
dard German expression. These are grouped under ‘other
phenomena with normalization’ and cover ad-hoc abbrevi-
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CAT. SUBCATEGORY TAG DESCRIPTION EXAMPLE

R
eg

ul
ar

Vo
ca

bu
la

ry
(L
E
X

)

Regular vocabulary
which is not
CMC-specific

GAP standard language word
which is not listed in the
standard-language resource
in question

Tweet ‘tweet’,
emporbringen ‘help forward’,
Wortverlaufskurve ‘graph of
progression of word’

REGIO regional/dialectal expression Schrippe ‘bread role’ (in
Berlin dialect)

ITJ interjection jo, hehe, oha
NE named entity Yannik, Shiva
FOREIGN foreign language nine, juvare

So
ci

al
M

ed
ia

R
el

at
ed

(C
M
C

)

Nicknames (NICK) NICK FULL full nickname/twitter name,
addressed or just mentioned

@stoeps, Erdbeere$, marc30

NICK VAR variation of a nickname, not
further analyzed so far

schtöps, erdbäre, marc

Action Expressions
(ACT)

ACT BEG /
ACT END

asterisk marking the begin-
ning / the end of an action
expression

* wilhelm busch zitier * ‘cite
Wilhelm Busch’

ACT INFL inflective hinstell ‘(to) position’,
freu ‘rejoice’

ACT ACR common acronym standing
for an action expression

g (= grins, ‘grin’),
lol (= ‘laughing out loud’)

ACT COMPLEX action expression without
whitespaces

erleichtertguck ‘look relieved’,
neuesuch ‘search new’

Emoticons/Emojis
(EMO)

EMO ASC emoticon made of ASCII
characters

:); xD

EMO IMG coded graphical emoji emojiQflushedFace

Other CMC-related
expressions

ACR CMC-typical acronyms kA (= keine Ahnung, ‘no
idea’), wb (= ‘welcome back’)

HST hashtag #dtaclarin14, #tatort
WEB URL, domain name, e-mail

address
Fettehenne.info

MISC remaining CMC-specific
cases

nagut50cmlauflaufleine ‘okay
50cm run run leash’

O
th

er
w

/o
N

or
m

.
(O
T
H
w
o
N
O
R
M

)

DELIB deliberate creation of a word:
ad-hoc neologism, play on
word etc.

leinbruam,
konfetti ‘confetti’ lowercased
as adjective

NONW no word intended sdfsd
PUNC (combination of) punctuation

marks
<-

TECH technical issues (e.g. incorrect
tokenization)

*s*, 51cm as one token

UNC unclear target word kommst du zum ct? ‘do you
come to ct?’

Table 2: Tags for tokens which do not require normalization.

ations and grammatical/morphological mistakes.4

The second part of our annotation scheme is concerned with
OOV tokens which are not covered by resources related to
‘standard language’, such as Hunspell, but still are ‘legiti-
mate’ in their own right. Hence, these tokens are not to be
normalized, although, depending on the aim of the anno-
tation, some could be mapped to standard-language words
(e.g. dialectal expressions, CMC acronyms). The full list of

4The example waschte → wusch ‘washed’ is taken from
Dürscheid et al. (2010).

categories is given in Table 2. Again, we have three broad
categories.

Category LEX Firstly, there are ‘regular words’ which
are simply not listed in the considered standard-language
resource but which are not related to CMC per se. Of
course, interjections or regional expressions may be more
frequent in CMC than in other written genres but they can
basically occur everywhere and have existed before the rise
of CMC. We also subsume foreign words under this cate-
gory because these are ‘regular words’ as well, simply not
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in modern German.

Category CMC Secondly, we have a CMC-specific cat-
egory. This comprises all phenomena that are clearly prod-
ucts of computer-mediated communication. Our subcate-
gories are more comprehensive and fine-grained, though,
than those in the existing typologies reviewed in Section 2.
On the one hand, this is because we do not focus on one
specific genre of CMC, and on the other hand, because we
want to capture the different challenges for normalization.
That is why, for example, we distinguish full nicknames
and their variations, and different kinds of action expres-
sions.
Action expressions can be inflectives (grins ‘grin’), a se-
quence of words without whitespace (immernochnicht-
fassenkann ‘still not be able to comprehend’), or an
acronym standing for an expression (lol). Furthermore,
they can consist of a sequence of words including spaces
like (* Wilhelm Busch zitier * ‘cite Wilhelm Busch’). In the
data we used for our pilot study (section 4.), the star signs
and each word in such expressions were analyzed as indi-
vidual tokens so that the inflective (zitier ‘cite’) would be
the only actual OOV token here.

Category OTH woNORM Our third category captures
all other OOV tokens which are legitimate the way they
are but neither ‘regular German words’ nor are particular to
CMC.

Tokens can carry multiple tags. If so, tags affecting the
whole word are applied first, then those which only affect
parts of the word from left to right. The superordinate
category precedes the tag with a colon. Here are some
examples:

ORIG. TAGS NORM.
sone PR:COLL CONTR so eine
juhuuu LEX:ITJ,PR:ITER juhu
zeugniss KB:CAP FIRST,

KB:ORTH DEL
Zeugnis

4. Pilot Study
In our pilot study, we wanted to test the applicability of our
annotation scheme by assessing the inter-annotator agree-
ment and also get some first insights in what kinds of dif-
ferences there are between different genres of CMC.

4.1. Data
The data we used were the CMC training data provided
for the currently running shared task “EmpiriST 2015
shared task on automatic linguistic annotation of computer-
mediated communication/social media”5 which aims at au-
tomatic tokenization and POS-tagging of German CMC
and web data. These consisted of 5106 tokens in total, dis-
tributed across different genres as follows:6

5http://sites.google.com/site/
empirist2015/

6Description taken from the readme file distributed with the
data.

• Tweets: 1,163 tokens; 153 tokens taken from the Twit-
ter channel of an academy project; 1,010 tokens taken
from the Twitter channel of a lecturer in German Lin-
guistics, used for discussions with students accompa-
nying a university class.

• Social Chat: 1,100 tokens, taken from the Dortmund
Chat Corpus7.

• Professional Chat: 1,006 tokens, taken from the
Dortmund Chat Corpus.

• Wikipedia Talk Pages: 925 tokens, taken from two
talk pages of the German Wikipedia.

• WhatsApp Conversations: 554 tokens, taken from
the data set collected by the project “WhatsApp,
Deutschland?”8.

• Blog Comments: 358 tokens, taken from weblogs un-
der CC license.

We used the manually-tokenized data provided by the
shared task. These followed the tokenization guidelines for
CMC data in Beißwenger et al. (2015a).

4.2. Procedure
As a reference for ‘German standard language’, we used
the generic spell checker Hunspell.9 Our basic idea was to
annotate all tokens which were not recognized as valid Ger-
man words by the spell checker. We considered Hunspell a
suitable reference because it is very common in open source
tools such as Mozilla Firefox and LibreOffice, supports
compounding and complex morphology and contains large
dictionaries including frequent proper names and standard
abbreviations.
In a preprocessing step, we automatically marked all tokens
which were not recognized by Hunspell. We further marked
all fully-uppercased tokens (which Hunspell incorrectly ac-
cepts in general).10

Furthermore, we automatically pre-annotated asterisks as
potential boundaries of action expressions, single words be-
tween asterisks as potential inflectives, all single-letter to-
kens as potential acronyms, and all tokens that were un-

7http://www.chatkorpus.tu-dortmund.de
8http://www.whatsup-deutschland.de/
9v.1.3.2; http://hunspell.sourceforge.net/, ac-

cessed with a Python 3.4 script via the Python module hunspell,
v.0.3.3, https://pypi.python.org/pypi/hunspell;
German dictionary files: v.20131206.

10Hunspell also tolerates capitalized words in general (with
only the first letter in upper case) because this spelling is required
for sentence-initial words. In contrast to fully-uppercased tokens,
we did not premark such cases and, hence, they are not annotated
in our corpus.
For some reason, Hunspell does not recognize standard contrac-
tions with ’s for es ‘it’, as in wär’s for wär es ‘were it’. These cases
were only pre-marked if Hunspell did not recognize the base part
of such forms (wär in the example).
Similarly, Hunspell if envoked by Python does not recognize sin-
gle punctuation marks. These cases were ignored as well.
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known to Hunspell but identical to a clear nickname as
nicknames.11

The manual annotation and normalization was carried out
by the two authors of this paper on the basis of these pre-
annotations. Only words that were marked by Hunspell and
the pre-annotations were annotated, so for this pilot study,
potential real-word errors and purely grammatical errors
were ignored.12 Furthermore, we skipped manual normal-
ization of tokens annotated (exclusively) as CAP FIRST
because it is trivial. We used LibreOffice as annotation tool,
with pre-defined drop-down menus containing all tags as
well as some selected combinations of tags.

4.3. Inter-annotator agreement
We measured inter-annotator agreement between the two
authors by (raw) percent agreement and Cohen’s κ on all
annotations.13 If a token was annotated by several tags, the
token was multiplied so that each token was assigned one
tag. If the annotations of both annotators were complex,
the best possible alignment between the annotations was
chosen. For instance, for the word reee, Annotator 1 had
(correctly) chosen CMC:ACR and Annotator 2 CMC:MISC,
both annotated PR:ITER.

ORIG. ANNO-1 ANNO-2
reee CMC:ACR,PR:ITER CMC:MISC,PR:ITER

For computing agreement, these annotations are converted
as follows:

ORIG. ANNO-1 ANNO-2
reee CMC:ACR CMC:MISC
reee PR:ITER PR:ITER

Table 3 lists the agreement figures for all three categorial
levels and by genre.14 Following the interpretation by Lan-
dis and Koch (1977), the table shows that we achieve “al-
most perfect agreement” (κ > .8) for most cases.
Surprisingly, agreement on the Wikipedia Talk Pages
is considerably lower. The main reason is that one
of the Wikipedia discussions evolves around the correct
German term for “songwriter”. The term used in the

11Clear nicknames are all author names occurring in
<posting> tags in the Chat data.

12In a manual inspection of the tokens recognized by Hunspell
across all genres, we found 28 undetected case deviations (e.g.
wagen ‘dare’ for Wagen ‘wagon’), 18 instances where an exist-
ing but not intended verb form was used (e.g. hab (imparative)
for habe (1st Pers. Sg. Pres. of haben, ‘have’)), 3 of them in ac-
tion expressions, 7 undetected nicknames (e.g. Beere ‘berry’ for
Erdbeere$ ), 2 undetected non-standard abbreviations (v. t. for
Verb transitiv ‘verb transitive’, one agreement error (einen SMS
for eine SMS ‘one SMS’) and one other real-word error (haste 1st
Pers. Sg. Pres. of ‘to hurry’ for hast du ‘do you have’). In total,
these real-word errors make up 1.5% of the tokens recognized by
Hunspell.

13For computing agreement, we used the software tool R and
the package ‘irr’, https://cran.r-project.org/web/
packages/irr/.

14The two Twitter files have been merged as one of them is too
small to be analyzed separately. The same holds true for the two
Wikipedia Talk Pages.

Figure 1: Proportions of tagged and normalized tokens by
genre.

Wikipedia article under discussion is Liedschreiber, an un-
common term, which is the literal translation of the En-
glish term songwriter. One of the annotators marked this
word as LEX:GAP, assuming that it is actually a stan-
dard language word. The other annotator marked it as
OTH woNORM:DELIB, i.e. an ad-hoc neologism. There
are six instances of Liedschreiber in the corpus, and four
of Liederschreiber(ei), meaning that this term alone con-
tributes 15% to the disagreement on the Wikipedia Talk
Pages.

4.4. Results
For our pilot analysis of differences across CMC genres,
we used the annotations by one of the authors. Figure 1
shows the proportion of normalized and annotated tokens
for each genre. The comparison reveals that the number
of unannotated tokens that were recognized by Hunspell
(unchanged) varies considerably across genres and also de-
pending on the setting (e.g. Social vs. Professional Chat).
However, in some genres (e.g. Twitter and WhatsApp on
the one hand, and Blog Comments and Professional Chats
on the other hand) the proportion of OOV tokens is pretty
similar. In addition, one can see that especially in the So-
cial Chat, Twitter and WhatsApp, there are considerably
fewer OOV tokens that actually have to be normalized (nor-
malized+tagged) than those which are ‘legitimate’ the way
they are (tagged without normalization).
Looking at how the main categories are distributed, Fig-
ure 2 reveals that in these three genres (Social Chat, Twit-
ter and WhatsApp) the most frequent category are CMC-
specific tokens (CMC). The particular phenomenon that
plays the greatest role, however, varies considerably with
the genre, as illustrated by Table 4. The table lists the
three top-frequent tags for each genre, along with the to-
tal number of annotations (#Annos) and the number of at-
tested tag types (#Tags) by genre. For example, in the Blog
Comments, 34 tags were annotated, which are instances of
12 different tag types.15 The table shows that the three gen-
res are characterized by highly typical expressions such as

15The raw figures in Table 4 differ slightly from the ones in
Table 3. This is due to the fact that Table 4 only reports figures
from the first annotator whereas Table 3 shows figures from both
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GENRE SIZE TAG SUBCAT. CATEGORY NORM.
perc. κ perc. κ perc. κ perc. κ

All 1094 83.00 82.13 85.19 83.90 88.12 83.53 92.60 84.89

Blog Comments 36 86.11 82.84 88.89 84.91 91.67 86.86 94.44 93.48
Prof. Chat 98 87.76 86.72 87.76 86.48 88.78 85.54 88.78 82.23
Social Chat 544 84.74 83.61 86.40 84.34 90.07 84.79 93.75 86.82
Twitter 226 84.51 82.80 85.84 84.24 88.05 82.09 90.27 63.49
WhatsApp 123 84.55 81.33 87.80 83.32 87.80 82.60 94.31 90.02
Wikip. Talk Pages 67 52.24 49.88 62.69 59.30 70.15 63.66 92.54 87.80

Table 3: Inter-annotator agreement (percent agreement and Cohen’s κ) for all annotations (“All”, 1094 annotations) and by
genre. Agreement results are given for individual tags (“Tag”), subcategories (“Subcat.”), and main categories (“Category”),
and for normalizations (“Norm.”).

Figure 2: Distributions of main categories by genre.

hash tags (Twitter), nick names (Social Chat, Twitter), or
emoticons (WhatsApp).
On the other hand, the Wikipedia discussion, Profes-
sional Chat and Blog Comments are rather characterized
by keyboard-related deviations (KB) and unknown regular
vocabulary (LEX), see Figure 2. However, one can also
find indications of a deliberately informal style that is said
to be typical of CMC in general, like emoticons and the
imitation of pronunciation. The most frequent individual
tags (Table 4) are rather diverse here and may be the result
of the topic or idiosyncracies of the authors. For instance,

annotators. The second annotator in general tended to annotate
more tags than the first.

the most frequent tag of the Blog Comments are fully up-
percased tokens, caused by one longer post (most probably
due to an incorrectly activated Caps Lock key).

Our results indicate that interesting differences between
genres of CMC do exist in German and that our annotation
scheme is able to capture these. In particular, these differ-
ences can have an important impact on normalization pro-
cedures. In some genres, OOV tokens are predominantly
CMC-specific tokens, unrelated to any standard language
tokens, whereas in other genres, unknown ‘standard lan-
guage’ words play a much larger role and should not be
underestimated. Generally, the comparatively high number
of tokens that have to be ‘recognized’ as legitimate OOV
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Genre #Annos/#Tags Most frequent tags (%)

Blog 34 / 12 KB:CAP FULL 41.2
Comments CMC:EMO ASC 14.7

LEX:NE 8.8

Professional 93 / 21 KB:CAP FIRST 11.8
Chat LEX:FOREIGN 11.8

OTH wNORM:ABBR NEO11.8

Social 510 / 31 KB:CAP FIRST 14.1
Chat CMC:NICK VAR 12.0

CMC:NICK FULL 9.4

Twitter 214 / 25 CMC:HST 22.0
CMC:NICK FULL 16.8
CMC:EMO ASC 11.7

WhatsApp 113 / 13 CMC:EMO ASC 30.1
CMC:EMO IMG 18.6
PR:ITER 15.0

Wiki Talk 63 / 19 LEX:GAP 22.2
Pages PR:COLL STD 12.7

LEX:FOREIGN 12.7

Table 4: Most frequent tags by genre.

tokens rather than being normalized indicates that normal-
ization procedures should not be too greedy.

5. Conclusion and Outlook
We presented a comprehensive annotation scheme for dif-
ferent genres of German CMC data that captures ‘devia-
tions from standard language’ that can be relevant for (au-
tomatic) normalization. Our annotations are fine-grained
enough to be of interest for linguists of other fields as
well, for instance, to compare specific CMC-related fea-
tures across genres. Furthermore, the scheme can be used
for qualitative and more detailed evaluations of different
normalization techniques, in that it allows statements about
which phenomena are handled better than others instead of
only giving an overall score for the normalization success.
Up to now, the scheme has been applied to a rather small set
of CMC data, resulting in very high inter-annotator agree-
ment. It would be desirable to evaluate the scheme with
more annotators and also in direct comparison with data an-
notated by Sidarenka et al. (2013) and Bartz et al. (2013).
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